5 Pointed Star - Section A
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**Remember to add 1/4" seam allowance

The finished block. Use this as a coloring template. Remember the fabric block will be a mirror image of your paper plan, so if you want red on the lower left leg of your block, color in the lower right leg in red on this template.
5 Pointed Star - Section B
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**Remember to add 1/4" seam allowance
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this side up
5 Pointed Star - Section C

**Remember to add 1/4" seam allowance**
**Remember to add 1/4" seam allowance**
General Instructions:
- Print all five pages and cut out, adding a 1/4" seam allowance.
- The "light" and "dark" fabric notes are just suggestions for creating a star where the colors alternate evenly.
- Sew on the line in between 1 & 2, then 2 & 3, then 3 & 4 for each page.
- The star is built in a clockwise direction. Sew Section A to Section B, then sew Section AB to Section C, ABC to Section D, and finally ABCD to Section E.